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The main source of this panic
was fear of stranger-danger. Law
enforcement or some other well
meaning Internet safety educator
would then be brought in to talk
to parents. Most of these talks

clarifying who is really at risk.
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from law enforcement over the
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not who you would think. The
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children — they are teens. He

different picture of who is at risk

doing online.
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than a teen who simply posts

these seductions involve online
predators posing as other
children to stage an abduction or

their photo and the name of their
high school on a MySpace
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these virtual public spaces who
Even when we discuss cyberbullying, we must put it in
perspective. It’s definitely
causing lots of drama at school

assault. Most of these men

can spot red flags on MySpace
profiles or an alarming entry on
LiveJournal and post a comment
asking if that teen is OK or stage

That said, I understand that a

and sometimes can be so severe

random abduction — even if the

that it results in lawsuits or

chances are slim it will happen

expulsions. But most of the time,
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blocking, ignoring or IMing

(especially MySpace and
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that it’s OK for kids or teens to
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most likely have been victimized
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either physically or sexually
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we shouldn’t talk about bullying

with hotline numbers and links
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other information online. But I

prevention or how to respond; it

to agencies. There should also be

Only 3% of these cases involved

think it’s essential to evaluate

just means we have to

a way to flag other teens’

an abduction. In 73% of these

the risk realistically and respond

understand how teens view this

profiles so a counselor can

crimes, teens had met the

proportionately. In order to do

issue and are responding to it as

review it and decide if some sort

perpetrator on multiple
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well.

of intervention is needed. Instead

occasions and have had multiple

tone and message of Internet

(80%) were pretty open about
their sexual intentions talking to
teens who were talking back.

sexual encounters. In half the
cases teens claimed they were
“in love” with the adult. In a
quarter of the cases, “victims”
ran away from home to be with

safety education being taught at
parents’ nights in schools, PTA
meetings and other types of
community events. We must
tone down the fear factor and

some other kind of intervention.

of spending time and money
danah boyd made a great point
on the panel, saying we should
invest in virtual outreach to atrisk teens online. Just like youth
workers reach out to homeless

stoking parental fears, we should
be engaging in a realistic
dialogue about these issues and
reaching out to teens who are
most at-risk.

